CAPO - Outline - Risk

Sxn 1: ES+LS trials
  - Local Caves
  - Dairy & Health

Sxn 2: History - What
  - ES 60-70s - Dairy & Health
  - ES 80-90s - Dairy & Health

Sxn 3: ES+LS - Odyssey
  - Lived in church based
  - Trader - meat house

Sxn 4: Health & Training
  - Neil Green - H2S
  - Price - MESA (commodity)

Sxn 5: Future
  - Water - with HCI, etc.
  - IDEM guy: "No with HCI"
  - "With the pull in the back"
San 5

Sticksman going to press 8
- Ed Legal reps
- B2A hearing
  - Wk in deciding
  - Deed of sale
  - Sport Club
  - FB
  - FDA

→ Appealed → Lost &
  → We in legislative issue
  → Barbara Gut

→ Pflum - out to Stirkman from Stirkman
  - Key to motion
  - Doe 

San 6

- Stirkman - Allen gets need to sue
- Mediation til Feren - agreed
- Spin speedy 3d after meeting
- Scan: At kitchen table
  - LT lead LS ES
- Kicker